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As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.

LINKS
Don’t forget, if it’s in RED ‘click’ on it to take you off into the ‘ether’!

IT’S UP TO YOU

With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.

This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….
let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have
any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or
don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to
You” or to the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The
Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,
original source unknown. Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your
copyright please accept our apologies, let us know and we will publish an
appropriate acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.
AND FINALLY
This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL

be that simple!

All together now, “Happy birthday to you. Happy birthday to

Perhaps I am fortunate in that I edit this small publication

you. Happy birthday, dear Newsletter. Happy birthday to

and e-mails are addressed to me and I have made many

you.”

new friends around the world as a result. Maybe you could,
too.
Six years old! What was it Victor Meldrew
Anything you have published will have your name attached

said? “I don’t believe it!”

to it and, if you agree, should anyone want to contact you
And it is hard to believe that something that started as an

direct I will forward their contact details to you. The decision

experiment to see if the, then, 34 Club members of

as to whether you contact them is then yours.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group would be interested in
being kept up-to-date with Club events would have grown

Could your railway modelling experiences inspire someone

into something that is now regularly downloaded by more

else to take that next step? Could your mistakes help others

than 500 people all over the world! It was with some

to avoid them? Could your interests help others to expand

misgivings that the Newsletter was ‘opened up’ to non-

theirs? Could the sights you have seen help others to

members and, later, made available freely on t’interweb, but

expand their vision of this world? Have you got any useful

all those misgivings have been proven wrong.

tips, money saving ideas or simple ‘how to do’ advice that
might help others? If any of this ‘rings a bell’ with you, then

None of us at MMRG had realised what a huge and open

you are very much the kind of person we’d all like to hear

family the world of railway modelling is!

from.

You can send in anything from a full article to

So what, after six years, has this Newsletter become?

just a few notes with appropriate pictures and,
Hopefully it has become a kind of ‘open forum’ for anyone to

if it’s your first contribution to this Newsletter,

tell others about their interests, projects they have been

you’ll be awarded our coveted ‘GOLD STAR’.

involved in, their own ‘railway empires’ at home, their travels

No name in lights, no fanfare and no money. A gold star! Go

to places and railways of interest, even the mistakes they

on, you’d really like to have one ……….. wouldn’t you?

have made. Maybe some of that kind of ‘fits your bill’. We
can all grow through our hobby, learn new skills, avoid

As ever, I hope you enjoy the read and, if there’s any

mistakes and make new friends of the strangers we’ve never

feedback or comments you’d like to make, please contact

met by sharing. It really can be that kind of world. It can also

me.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"
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THE GREAT CENTRAL RAILWAY WINTER

Railway Manor class “Bradley Manor“ no. 7802. There were

STEAM GALA

also eight, yes eight, steam engines from the home fleet
pulling trains over the 3 days. Another engine that was not on

Dominic Emery

the list was an industrial 0-6-0T “Austerity“ in the guise of
It was after I had decided that the Exhibition in Pontefact was
too far away for a day trip from Leek, I was browsing through
the “Heritage Railway Magazine“ and read on the events
page for January that the Great Central Railway were
holding their Winter Steam Gala from the 25th to 27th .

I had been there before with Robin (my son) where he got a
cab ride on a “red“ 8F, but I had never been to a Gala event.
After I checked that my brother would be taking my mum out
to lunch, she gave me the Saturday off and I planned the
journey.

For those that don`t know the Heritage Great Central

Class J94 No. 68067 which was used as station pilot / yard

Railway, the line runs from Loughborough Central Station in

shunter over the weekend. On the Saturday and Sunday the

the North to Leicester North Station in the South all in the

line’s DMU, a Class 101, was used on extra trains. This was

County of Leicestershire. It was part of the “London

in addition to three passenger, two freight and TPO

Extension“ of the Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire

(Travelling Post Office) trains, plus there were light engine

Railway. This part of the line opened in 1899 and, by then,

positioning moves.

the company had become the Great Central Railway.
Loughborough is not only the largest station on the line, it
It was the last main line built to London and became part of

also home to a museum, emporium (shop) and, most

the London & North Eastern Railway from 1923. It was the

important, the locomotive works which were opened up for

first to close with final closure in 1969. The line from

the visitors later in the day after all the steam engines were

Loughborough to Leicester North, which is a newly built

ready for service. With so many engines out and about their

station. It is close to the site of the former station (Belgrave

tanks/tenders were not only filled at the water tower but also

and Birstall Station) and has been gradually restored to its

in front of the shed using a fuel powered pump and a long

former glory. Each of the stations represents a particular

hose. The Great Central are lucky as they have enough

period in the railway’s history. Loughborough is in the British

working engines on the line to use in a Gala Event with the

Railways style of the 1950's, Quorn & Woodhouse in the

main accent being on ex. LMS and BR Standard types, the

wartime style of the 1940's with a NAAFI (Navy, Army Air

oldest being a Fowler 3F 0-6-0 tank better known as a „Jinty“

Force Insitute) style tea room. The station at Rothley is in a

from

style reminiscent of 1912 complete with working gas lamps.

1926.

The station at Leicester is in the style of the 1960's. The line
has something special that other heritage lines don't have
and that is a double track mainline with no level crossings
that have to be manned. The double track section runs from
Loughborough to Rothley Brook from where the single line
carries on South.

The Gala Event programme featured a visiting guest engine
from the Severn Valley Railway, an ex.Great Western

4

A 1937 built Stanier Class 5 (Black 5), No. 45305, was found

its description to the limit as the train is only allowed to travel
at the maximum line speed of 25mph! There were also more
double-headed trains, one with both the Class 2MT tender

use on the TPO then the freight train and, in the afternoon,
passenger trains. A wartime built Stanier 8F from 1943 was,
on the Saturday, unfortunately only used on the
demonstration freight trains and the TPO. A modified Hall
engine No. 46521 (an Ivatt in BR green in which colour some
did appear on the Western Region of BR) and No. 78018, a

Class from 1948 in BR green (No. 6990 “Witherslack Hall“)
was used with No. 7802 to run a non-stop express from
BR Standard Class. Both were built in 1953. Before my first
train left, I went down to the shed which was not open but it
was where I found 47406 and 68067 being prepared for the
day.

My first train left Loughborough at 09:45 and was pulled by
BR Standard Class 5 4-6-0 No. 73156 built in 1956. I took
this train all the way to Leicester and it keep getting fuller
with standing room only. On the way back, I asked one of the
ticket collectors where was the best place to film the passing
freight trains and he said Quorn & Woodhouse Station. It
was there I left the train on the way back and spent nearly 40
Loughborough to Rothley where the lead engine was
removed. Calling the train an express is, perhaps, stretching

minutes watching the trains passing each other on the

5

double track. The train I took back to Loughborough was

double-headed by 47406 and 78018 and, on arriving at
about 11:35, I had just enough time take a few photos and
film the engines moving around. In one of the sidings was an

named “Leicester City“. It had no problem pulling the train
and didn't even sound as if was straining itself. I took the
next train to Rothley Brook again this time with No. 46521
ex. LMS Inspection Coach, available from Bachmann in 00

and back with the „Jinty“ No. 47406 which had no problem at

and the N Gauge Society in N. I quickly took the next train

all pulling us back.

which was, again, pulled by No. 73156 but this time had a
different coach set. I got off at Rothley for a run back behind

I decided it to have a look around the workshops as they

No. 45305. I had decided it might be fun to try and travel

were open to the public. They are at the very end of the line

behind as many of the engines as possible.

and if, as planned, the line continues North at some time in
the future beyond this point, the workshops will have to go.
The shed is full of interesting steam engines including BR

The line also has a newly built diesel brake tender, which

Britannia Class No. 70013 “Oliver Cromwell“ used on the

was needed as the diesels took over from steam as they had
more pulling power but were not good at braking heavy

‘Last Day of Steam’ special in August 1968. Its boiler ticket

unbraked trains. So boarding the same train again at

ran out at the end of last year. It had been hoped that 8F No.

Loughborough with No. 45305 I stayed on the train which

48305 would have been ready for the Gala, but it was still

went past Rothley Station non-stop and halted at Rothley

waiting for the cab to be refitted. Also in the shed were two

Brook where 1959 built BR Standard Class 9F No. 92214

engines from the NRM (National Railway Museum) collection

coupled up and pulled our train back into Rothley Station.

Southern Schools Class 777 and ex. Great Central Railway

The 9F is painted in a non authentic BR green livery and

2-8-0 No. 63601. The Standard 2MT, No. 78019, was
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stripped down and 34039 is still being re-built. There was a

the train was being pushed and pulled , but the crew of No.
78018 told me, when we were back at Loughborough, that
they had not been doing any pushing. It was getting dark and
raining so I headed back to Leek, but not before I took some
atmospheric photos of the engines in the station. I was not
the only one! On the other side of the station, the 8F was
leaving with a van train and there were cameras everywhere.
Climbing to the top of the station stairs I saw the vintage bus
waiting to take its passengers to Loughborough Midland
Station and the Midland Main Line.

I had had a fantasic time and I won't ever forget it!
diesel loco, I think a Class 26, a Class 08 shunter plus a 75
ton steam crane (available as a Hornby model in 00).

As all readers will appreciate, this article was written some
time ago and relates to a visit Dominic made to the Great

Going back to the platform, I discovered that I could take the

Central Railway’s Gala in January of this year. A visit to this

next train with No. 6990 and get off at Quorn & Woodhouse

exceptionally good heritage line is always well worth the

and then wait for No. 78018 to carry me on to Rothley Brook

effort though, obviously, an unusually high number of trains
are run during the Gala. Check the railway’s web site for
details of both operating and ‘open’ days - Ed
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,
CW5 7LG
01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

where No.45305 coupled on to the back (which then became

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)

the front!), with No.78018 staying on the back. It looked like

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY
01625 850427

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:ABC Model Railways
‘Always on the right track’
tel:e-mail:web:-

7

07813 031152

abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk
‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

Train conductor arrested for having a wrinkly trouser leg

BREAKING NEWS

in Boston.
Work to resume on the London ‘Crossrail’ link after
delivery of new pickaxes.

New sleeping cars introduced on all West Coast main
line services. “Sleep the delays away!”

Virgin trains look to India to increase their passenger
carrying capacity.

Peco announce their latest ‘set track’ point (turnout)
system

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CHESHIRE MODELS”
37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield
01625 511646
www.cheshiremods.org.uk
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SCRATCH BUILDING A DIESEL SHUNTER - (1)

That diesel locomotive has attracted me since I first saw a

Udo Pfannkuche

model from Märklin, many, many years ago. Now is the time

The prototype for this project was manufactured by Henschel
& Sohn, Kassel from 1968 until 1972, particularly for freight

to let my dream come true and build this model for the scale
7 mm/0-gauge/1:45.

To make it rather easy to build I decided to buy polystyrol
sheets in red 2 mm thick, and in black, 1 mm and 0,5 mm
thick, of the dimensions 295 by 425 mm. The first task was
now to accumulate pictures of the prototype and drawings in

services. The locomotive has a hydraulic power transmission
and universal shafts, a diesel engine with 500 HP, and is a
class DHG500C 0-6-0 wheel arrangement. The axle load is
20 tons and the hydraulic gear allows either 30 km/h or 50
km/h max. speed depending on whether the locomotive
works in a yard or hauls freight trains to more distant
factories. The locomotive has proven to be reliable and easy

to operate so many of these oldies are still in use today.
Some of them have been up-dated with radio controllers for
remote shunting operation by one engineer.

9

order to calculate the correct model dimensions. I cut strips
of polystyrol measuring the frame's height and length, cut
spacers from 10 mm thick PVC and screwed it all together
with M2 allen screws. Then I pondered about the best
position of the speaker, the decoder chip, the motor and gear
and, not least, what kind of drive mechanism would be best.

The hornblocks were a challenge, too, since they are fixed to
the underside of the chassis. I looked closer at the photos
and discovered that the frame was built from T-shaped
longitudinal beams. The hornblocks are bolted to the beams'
flanges while the leaf springs under the axle boxes are held
by bolts that reach upwards behind the frames' beams. Since

gear. The drive unit is screwed and glued to a steel plate of
0,75 mm thickness, some peaces of lead are added in order

there is nothing available as a casting or 3-D-printing I had to
produce the hornblocks manually. The shape was cut from
steel sheet 0,75 mm thick, to which I glued 2 mm triangles to
represent the hornblocks' thickness. I cut the hornblocks 5
mm longer in the upward direction so that I could use this
projection to fix the hornblock to the inside of the beams. I
used 0,7 mm soft wire and soldered it onto the back of the
hornblocks for the bolts of the leaf springs. I fit the first pair
of hornblocks to the frame because the driven wheel set will
be unsprung.

I searched my material boxes for something easy and clever

to increase the final locomotive's weight.

as a drive unit. A slow turning motor with a worm and the
matching worm gear were ready at hand. Then what? I am

I needed wheels of about 22,0 mm diameter; my store box

still convinced that chain drives are the best force

only contained Slaters spoked wheels of 21,7 mm diameter. I

transmitters so I opted for the Delrin chains and sprockets.

decided to fill the void between the spokes with 2k-epoxy in

The worm gear and one Delrin sprocket were press-fitted

order to obtain the prototypical plain disc wheels. I also filled

onto a 4 mm axle, which spins in ball-bearings. The motor is
mounted right in front ensuring the correct meshing of the

the axle bore, because I had to drill 2,8 mm holes to

10

accommodate 3 mm axles.

This mentioned PCB board functions as a soldering terminal
from where the connections to the decoder chip will be fixed.
The prototype features two hoods in front and rear of the
superstructure, with the engineer's cab in between. Both
hoods bear steel plates inside to shield the noises of the
The driven wheel set was mounted in two fixed axle boxes,

engine and other loud units from the cab. I made use of this

together with two Delrin sprockets 10 t and two isolated

construction and glued small PCB boards to the inside fronts

brass rings for the power pickup.

of the hoods in order to solder the wires for the LEDs to an
intermediate point. I certainly dislike soldering wires directly

I don't trust the plunger pickups because the springs are very

to the decoder chip.

soft, and spring wires pressing onto the wheels' treads cause
The loco's hoods were cut from 2 mm polystyrene, glued
together and strips of polystyrene were added to the corners,
because they are rounded at a rather big radius, where I had
to cut off certain amounts of material. I did not want to

too much friction. I drilled 0,7 mm holes into the rim of the
wheels, inserted and soldered a 0,6 mm wire and soldered
the other end to the isolated brass ring. Several 0,6 mm
wires pass underneath the brass rings, providing two

weaken the glued corners too far. Blocks of die-cast

advantages - they act as a spring and they pass on the

materials or lead sheets were glued into the hoods where

electricity from the rails via the wheels to the loco's PCB

possible and the room allowed this, so I could drill and tap

board.

some holes for screwing the hoods to the chassis.
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White 3 mm and plain red 2 mm LEDs are pressed and
glued into holes at the lower corners of the hoods to provide
the front and rear lights, as is mandatory for German
railroads. The PCB terminals now carry the resistors
necessary for operating the LEDs with the right voltage.

The smaller rear hood accommodates the speaker. It is 2
Watt/5 Watt/4 Ohm speaker from VISATON of the class
BF32-4. Its data sheet claims a frequency range from 150 to
20,000 Hertz. Since I could not fix a bigger speaker into the
available space I believe this speaker will suffice. The
prototype's sound is a rather deep rumbling sound and I
hope to represent this as close to the prototype as possible.
The speaker is glued with epoxy all around its chassis to fit it
air-tight into the hood with a sufficient resonance space
behind the speaker. This will of course boost the lower
frequencies and deliver a clear sound. The hood in front of

A Tip For Small Speakers

the speaker's membrane is open and carries a ventilation
grill. The sound will emit through this grill without any

We all know that small speakers, generally, give a poor

disturbances.

response to bass tones. As a rule of thumb, the smaller the
speaker, the less bass response there will be. And that can
be a bit of a disappointment when we cannot replicate the
deep ‘rumbles’ we hear coming from the full-size locos we
are trying to model.
However, if space allows, all is not lost.
We can actually make
our speakers ‘bigger’
and force them into
producing better bass
tones by mounting them
on very thin plasticard!
Simply cut a hole in the
plasticard and fit the speaker. Make sure that you mount the
speaker so that the speaker cone and its outer frame are

The next step was to manufacture the second wheel set,

visible on one side of the card …… only apply glue to the

which is generally made in the same way as the first one.

back of the speaker frame and do not get any on the cone!

The axle ends stick in axle boxes which are sprung and the
horn blocks are screwed to the chassis frame. The Delrin

Mount the card and speaker in your loco but make sure you

chain can thus kept in a smooth tension to avoid snapping

firmly glue all four sides of the card to their mount. The

over by too much slack. This principle will apply for the third

plasticard will resonate at lower frequencies than the speaker

wheel set as well …… but there are some more steps to tell
about in the next instalment.

cone and so increase the bass tones.
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PURGATORY PEAK - DORTMUND UP-DATE

Countless photographs were taken, videos recorded and

Mike Hebblethwaite

questions asked.

To say that Purgatory Peak generated some interest at the

However, there was one period during the show when our

Intermodellbau would be something of an understatement!

normal operating procedures were suspended for almost two
hours (!) for a photo/video shoot. Some of the photos
are reproduced on this page and the video can be
seen simply by clicking on this link:-

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h5iiBDTdWSI'
The video was taken by Markus Lenz of Pilentum
Television and has already had more than a few ‘hits’.

Our thanks to Markus for these, and many other
photos, posted on t’interweb.
For yet another video of ‘PP’ try:‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sig2qyt6wsg&feature=youtu.be'
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….. AND IF DISASTER STRIKES

SUPER GLUE - HINTS AND TIPS!

Mike Hebblethwaite

Phil Mason

Super glue is, as its name implies, a very strong glue and

Super Glue!

forms a powerful bond with the materials it is in contact
with …. and as Phil has said, skin is an ideal material! Like

I believe it was invented to stick the

Phil, I have had unwanted layers added to my epidermis

flesh of American soldiers

but, thankfully, super glue is relatively easy to remove

together during the Vietnam

without resorting to the use of commercial (and,

war. That's why it's much

sometimes, expensive) super glue removers.

easier to stick to your fingers
than to the model. It loves

One method is to use ACETONE based nail polish remover

moisture!

or an acetone based solvent. Simply swab onto the
aﬀected area and the super glue should readily soften and

So here's my 10 point plan:

can then be gently peeled oﬀ the skin. DO NOT USE on
sensitive skin areas such as eyelids and lips. Always wash

1 Don't buy the expensive stuff in a bottle. It'll go hard before

the aﬀected area thoroughly when finished and apply a

you use it all. Instead get a card of 10 little tubes from

moisturiser. Acetone will very quickly dry the skin.

Poundland or whatever.

No nail polish remover? No problem! You could always try

2 Roughen up the surfaces.

good old soap and warm water. Washing up detergents and
ordinary household soaps both work to soften the super

3 Drop a blob of glue onto a bit of paper or plasticard that

glue to the point where it can be peeled oﬀ. Simply soak

you can throw away afterwards.

the aﬀected area well (2-3 minutes) in a bowl of soapy,
warm water but, if at first you don’t succeed, you may need

4 Clear the nozzle, replace cap and stand tube upright.

to repeat the process a couple of times.

5 Breath on one of the parts to be glued.

Don’t fancy that? You could massage petroleum jelly into
the glue for a couple of minutes. This, again, softens the

6 Apply glue sparingly with a cocktail stick to that surface.

glue and breaks the bond between it and the skin.

7 Breath on the other bit.

We’ve probably all got a can of WD40 kicking around
somewhere and this can be used to remove the glue.

8 Shove items together and hold for a few seconds.

Simply spray some onto a paper towel and then hold it
against the aﬀected skin for a few minutes. The glue will

9 Run some more glue around the joint afterwards using

soften and, hey presto, it can then be peeled oﬀ!

capillary action.
If you are unfortunate enough to get
10 Leave to harden.

super glue on any sensitive
areas such as eyelids or

Before I worked this out I was rubbish with super glue. Even

lips, do not attempt to

now, most of my models have my DNA stuck to them in the

remove the glue

form of bits of skin or even complete finger prints!

yourself - seek medical
advice.

Thieves beware!
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WHY AN AERIAL VIEW OF BUXTON?

‘https://youtu.be/-NjlEatcsEU'
Thanks to Pat Honey
for the link

ORIGINAL SIDINGS

LINE TO
TUNSTEAD
QUARRY

LINE TO HINDLOW
AND DOWLOW
QUARRIES
It’s not that often that Network Rail comes in for any praise,

Each train

but the development of 430 metres of brand new sidings in

can carry

Buxton is certainly worthy of it! The new sidings have been

up to

built on the site of the original Hogshaw sidings and have

2,500

been extended at a cost of around £14m. The original

tonnes of

sidings could only cope with shorter trains of 18 wagons

materials.

whereas the sidings can now cope with 26. It is hoped that

That is

this increase in capacity will allow freight companies to

the

reduce the number of lorries using Buxton’s roads by

equivalent

several hundred a day!

of 76 lorries and a 76% reduction in carbon emissions per

15

ton of freight.

THOUGHTS OF HS2 …. AND JAPAN

1700 miles of line and most lines have very frequent

Alek Adamski

services. Unlike our proposed HS2, the standard gauge HS

HS2 is coming. Despite various people saying ‘it’ll never

system is completely separate from the rest of the JR

happen’, there has already been six months of weekend

network: it has to be, as Japanese local trains are narrow

works at Euston and places like Birmingham and Crewe are

gauge. In many cities, the HS station is alongside the original

putting in a great deal of costly infrastructure already.

JR station, so interchange is a very short walk. Getting the

Earlier this year I used the Japanese Shinkansen services to

fast trains into the city centre seems to use very long

travel from Hakodate in the North to Nagoya in the South,

viaducts which are graceful enough but you can’t fail to see

which gave me plenty of opportunity to wonder what services

them. Where the city centre did not justify a HS station, a

on HS2 will be like. The Shinkansen services were not

new (‘Shin’) station is built on the outskirts and is invariably

perfect (even the Japanese have late trains!) but the service

connected to the city by a frequent metro-style service; this

was impressive. The term ‘Bullet Train’ is no longer used as

differs from Europe, where some towns have fought for a

the more modern versions of the original trains do not have

station on the nearby HS line but few people use the service
and in France and Germany such stations have a sparse
service. Mostly the Japanese seem to have avoided this, so
perhaps Sheffield was right to demand a city station for HS2.
As mentioned, Shinkansens cannot leave the route to serve
other towns: the Sheffield solution is not an option!

On the core of the network, services are frequent: trains can
be as little as three minutes apart. Most stations seem to
have two platform faces for each direction so as one train
loads passengers the other accelerates away: it is very slick
to watch. Speed seems to be paramount, which is not the
rationale for HS2. Japanese platforms are long, to match the
coned noses, in fact to my eye they bear some resemblance

trains, and trains approach the stop at a higher speed than

to a duck’s beak!

we are used to; this is not dangerous as all platforms now
have gates between the train and the edge of the platform.

The Japanese High-speed (HS) system is post-war and is

Trains leave the stops extremely rapidly: as the last vehicle

still being extended. The trains are being progressively

passes the end of the platform the train will be travelling at

developed with a new version being due to enter service next

over 60mph and up to cruising speed barely a minute later:

year. The Japanese are old hands at the speed game with

there is no complicated pointwork, curvature or local traffic to

several sections rated at 200mph though most of the system

slow progress.

is nearer the European norm of 186mph. There are about
Boarding is a very Japanese process, which I cannot
imagine working at Euston or Piccadilly! You are not allowed
through the automatic gates giving access to the platform too
far ahead of your train; essentially you go on the platform to
board a train, not to wait, so on-platform facilities are sparse.
The platform has white lines against each gate where the
train will halt.

You are expected to queue and the staff get noisy and
agitated if you don’t. At some stations, the gates open in
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such a way that the train can be entered in single file and

simultaneously people are leaving in single file, so the queue

windows are small; this might be to give the coach body

is compelled to be orderly. That’s essential, for many trains

greater strength, or to force passengers to look to the distant

stop for only sixty seconds; I saw a hundred passengers

horizon and perhaps avoid travel sickness. It’s not the best of

enter and almost as many leave in one minute. Trains do not

trains for looking at the passing scenery. As you’d expect,

wait: alarms sound and doors start to close. Dither and you

there are staff on board: I loved the way the ticket examiners

are likely to be left behind. Quite how London would cope

turned to the whole coach and bowed before moving through

with that we shall see.

the vestibule.

So now we wait to see what the UK will do with its first
domestic high-speed line. Since some of the trains will leave

Each coach holds a hundred passengers in 3 + 2 formation;
the gangway is wide enough for two people to pass with

HS2 to serve other towns, they will have to fit existing lines. It
has already been argued they will not tilt, even on
conventional routes, and we can only hope the new trains
will not be as cramped as the British products of the 1990s.
The trains are already being designed, and we will know who
will operate them within the next year.

Watch carefully!

Almost every country in Europe along with India, China and many other
countries are developing new and expanding existing HS train systems

ease and allow a substantial trolley service to operate. The

and their reasons for doing so are as varied as the systems themselves.

seats all face forward, though on the most modern stock

A replacement for fuel hungry and highly polluting air and road transport

blocks of seats can be turned by passengers to make a

and a need to improve the speed and eﬃciency of moving people
between high population areas are two of the main reasons given.

group space. Like an airliner, there are overhead lockers, but
there are no luggage stacks as we would expect on long-

Should the ‘transport dinosaurs’ have their way, HS2 in Britain will either

distance trains. Such is the leg room between seats it is

never happen or the speeds be so reduced as to make the services no

perfectly possible to put a case in front of your knees and not

quicker than existing ones.

feel cramped. I did not see many Japanese travellers with
The question is, “Do we really need high speed rail links in Britain?” with

mountains of luggage so perhaps there is a luggage in

a secondary question, “Regardless of whether or not they are needed,

advance option. The trains are really well used, despite fares

can we aﬀord them?”

being appreciably higher than in the UK and France. The ride
What are your thoughts, for or against? It’s ‘over to you’.

is smooth, there is no sense of speed, and it is easy to walk
in a train at full speed. The views are not wonderful as the
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BLAST FROM THE PAST
Phil Mason

That BR logo looks whiter than white and the front of the loco
looks remarkably clean, too.

RAILWAY FACT
Of course, those comments could simply be just so much
hogwash to get you all in a lather whilst you try to decide

The fight scene on top of the train in Skyfall was actually

where this train actually is.

filmed on top of a real moving train …… and Daniel Craig
did not use a stunt double!

Can you work out where it is? As ever, the answer is on page
20 in a panel above the ‘Club Contacts’

Thanks for this, Phil. It had me pondering for a while - Ed

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

Hubbardston

“THE MODEL CENTRE”

MA, USA

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,

(1) 978 928 5128
specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30

YO22 5LF

‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'
01947 899125
“www.themodelcentre.com"

and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling
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Company’

CAN YOU CAP IT? YES, YOU CAN!

JUST SAYING ,,,,,,
As you all know, your monthly invitation is distributed to you via
MailChimp - which is, to small accounts such as ours, a free,
secure and reliable service. It does gather information about
where, when and how the Newsletter is downloaded (it does
not identify individuals other than reporting whether they have
or have not downloaded the Newsletter). It gives a
geographical location of the server used which, as in the case
of Gmail, could be in Mountain View, California. To say that it is
less than accurate in reporting the geographical spread of our
readership would be something of an understatement! It does,

Oh dear! It seems that Thomas has come in for a ‘bit of stick’!

however, tell me the number and kinds of devices used to

Well done to all of you. I must admit putting this together was a
bit of a giggle …….

So, what did the Fat Controller say to Thomas?

download which will, in the long run, help me to tailor this
Newsletter for the most popular devices used.

However, there is one particular bit of information that I find of
great interest. You will, no doubt, be aware of Huawei’s huge

“Thomas, you look tanked!” - Wilf Gotham

push to sell mobile (cell) phones in the UK (you may even have
bought one) over the last 3/4 months and they are undoubtedly

“I can see you’ve had a ‘wheelie’ bad day!” - Pat Honey

meeting with huge success. They are outselling Apple!

“That’s the last time you go mud-wrestling with Henry!” - Dawn
Johnson

Fat Controller, “Piston broke?”
Thomas, “No Sir. I never drink!” - Phil Lutterworth

“I’m arranging a nice holiday in Wales for you. You’ll like Barry
Island.” - Eric Samuels

“You will tell me what you did with Harriet behind the engine
shed.” - Howard Fossett

….. and a couple from me …..
Coincidentally, Beijing is now the top location through which
“For the last time. We know you buried them, but where are
those troublesome trucks?”

‘interactions’ with the Newsletter’s e-mails take place. For
goodness sakes! China doesn’t have to monitor our
communications. If they want a copy (or copies) of this

“ ‘Your scrape’ is an anagram of ‘you’re scrap’!”

Newsletter all they have to do is ‘sign up’ and they can have it
for free!

Hands up all of you with Huawei phones (and there are quite a
few of you!) who are giving away all our top secret Newsletter
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

I read with absolute horror of the utter destruction of the all

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

the exhibits and trade stands at 'Market Deeping Model

0161 928 5940

Railway Club’s annual exhibition' at the Stamford Welland

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

Academy during the night of Friday, 17th May.

I cannot imagine how the organisers, exhibitors and traders

BLAST FROM THE PAST - Warrington low level, about to

must have felt when they saw the complete devastation

pass under Bank Quay past the soap works.

inflicted by 4 mindless yobs who were arrested on the
premises - and released later the same day on conditional

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

bail! Layouts, some years in their building, were destroyed
Newsletter:e-mail
telephone

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"
07761 122126

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone

07796 457978
07761 122126

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

and trade stands with their stock were totally ‘trashed’. I
cannot understand how anyone could indulge in such
extreme vandalism, nor can I understand what they hoped
they could possibly gain from it.
If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model
Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red

The heartbreak those four have caused is beyond measure

link above.

and, like me, I am sure that every one of our readers would
Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

wish to extend their understanding of the anger, sadness and
dismay all involved in the exhibition must be feeling.

Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer

Alan Ashton

Secretary

Tom McDonough

Reports in the local press:Member reps

‘https://www.stamfordmercury.co.uk/news/photos-of-the-

Colin Moores

damage-vandals-broke-into-stamford-welland-

Tony Hallatt

academy-9070669/'

Steve Nixon
Gerry Ogden

‘https://www.peterboroughtoday.co.uk/news/crime/fourAndy Clayton

youths-arrested-after-thousands-of-pounds-of-damageforces-model-railway-show-to-be-cancelled-1-8932543'
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Newsletter Editor

Mike Hebblethwaite

